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The Pi R Square Bill

"A bill addressing the concerns of Students over the closing of Pi R Square."

Whereas(1): Pi R Square is a popular eating and meeting spot for students around north campus; and,

Whereas(2): It is the only eating establishment around the engineering buildings; and,

Whereas(3): There is no such replacement that will emulate what Pi R Square already does.

Therefore
Let it be
Enacted(1): The Texas A&M Student Senate as the representatives of the Texas A&M Student Body formally do not support the closure of Pi-R-Square

Let it be
Further
Enacted(2): This legislation, upon passage, should be sent to the following administrators:

Courtney Bryant – Director of Marketing, Chartwells Residential Dining Office
Leeland Rapport – Vice President of Dining Operations
Don Koshis – Director of Operations, Chartwells
Andrew Cronk – Facilities Coordinator